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Science
Post Tests

Additional Resources



COURSES 
Biology

Chemistry 

AP Biology

AP Environmental Science

Physical Science

Marine Biology



MYVIRTUALEDU.COM

http://myvirtualedu.com


MAESTRO & BUZZ



BUZZ



- Check for retries
- Check for low scores

- Check for exemptions
- Check due dates

IMPORTANT INFORMATION



FEEDBACK



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

- Zeros: Are placed automatically by the system after 
the assignment due date. 

- Progress Reports: Tuesdays (Will show current 
standing for the class)

- Talk to your parents- They send me angry emails 
when your progress reports come in. 

- With that said…make sure your assignments are up 
to date by the time progress reports come around. 



POST TESTS/MODULE EXAMS
-Make sure you attempt retries

-Complete all module exams 
-Complete course post test



POST TESTS/MODULE EXAMS



EMAIL/PHONE/TEXT ETIQUETTE

- Be pleasant
- Include your name/course you're taking
- Be thorough/as precise as you can with the 

question.



CONTACTING THE TEACHER

- Please let me know the course you’re in
- Discussion based assessments – ALL WRITEN
- Please EMAIL me asking for the questions.
- When asking for retries, provide the assignment 

number AND name.
- Please look at the feedback- I am getting students 

that resubmit the same assignment without 
changing it. 



ADDITIONAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

- Please look at your gradebook, if the assignment 
has an X you DO NOT have to complete it!

- You must complete collaborative assignments- YES 
you can do them on your own if you cannot find a 
partner. 



LABS

- Make sure you complete every part of the lab
- If you do not know how to make a graph on line, 

you can do it on paper, take a picture and include 
it in your lab worksheet. 

- When writing a conclusion, please include actual 
number data to support your findings. 

- Also, a hypothesis is not always right- AND THAT’S 
OK!!! I do not take points off for incorrect 
hypothesis because that’s what you're trying to 
prove (or disprove) by doing the lab. 



LABS

- When completing labs, some labs are embedded 
within the content

- If for whatever reason you're physically unable to 
complete the lab, DO NOT ask for it to be excused, 
ask for a ”virtual” alternative. 



BLANK PDFS & GOOGLE FILES

- Look at your feed back, if you turn in a blank PDF I 
will give you a retry. Carefully look at the 
instructions I have provided so that you submit the 
assignment accordingly.

- Same thing applies to google drive files. If the files 
are not public, you will be asked for access from 
me, until I am granted access, I cannot grade your 
assignment. 



SCIENCE WITH VAL AND DISCUSSION 
ASSIGNMENTS

- I have my personal website where you can find the 
questions to the DBAs- which are written! :D

- Start by going to sciencewithval.com
- Click on Virtual School
- Click on Discussion Based Questions

- Questions are listed by semester and course
- You can also find the live session presentations 

there



ANY QUESTIONS?
CONTACT NUMBER: 305 903-2352




